Bringing Reynolds Aluminum Coach To Tech Today

Carrying the story of aluminum through its development, the display coach of the Reynolds Aluminum Company will be on campus Thursday, March 11th, between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., in the location just south of the Ma-thers Library. The display coach is an entity that will give this story of the newest and most imaginative trend of material forms. The coach is made up of different parts, some of which are made from aluminum. The panel car, the dining car, the sleeper car, and the baggage cars all are made from aluminum. Reynolds Aluminum is one of the largest manufacturers of aluminum products in the nation.

VETERANS

In order to obtain increased benefits in the roll, the government provides, without delay, all veterans with children should secure a photostatic copy of each certificate with out delay.

Vets with dependents other than children should bring their dependent's identification cards and fill out a dependent's application and return the forms from the Veterans Office. Turn in your requests to the Veterans Office, 158 Through.

Comedy to Highlight Show Set For 8:30 Tomorrow in Calberston

Undergrads Urged to Bring Dates; Dance to Follow in Humanities Lounge

The Hank McCune show scheduled for tomorrow night at 7:30 in Calberston has been set back until 9:30, the reason being that the band at Tech were unable to be made. Instead McCune will bring his band for an after show concert, which will be quite popular.

In making the following show there will be a record dance in Donley Hall with a smoke screen effect.

Both the show and the dance are expected to be a complete success. The entertainment for the evening will be provided by the Phil Garne Quartet, who are currently signed at Donley Hall.

In order to make the event in Humanities Lounge successful, the administration is urging all undergrads to bring a date with them. Those who do not have a date will be able to attend the dance alone.

The show will begin at 7:30 and the dance will follow at 8:30. Admission for the dance will be $1.00 per couple, or $1.50 per person. The proceeds will go towards the Student Union Fund.

The show will feature a variety of acts, including a band, a singer, and a dancer. The band will play a variety of music, including rock and roll, jazz, and blues.

The singer will perform several songs, and the dancer will showcase her skills. The performance will be entertaining and enjoyable for all attendees.

In conclusion, the show and dance in Humanities Lounge will be an exciting and entertaining event. With a variety of acts and a location in a fine university lounge, this event is sure to be a success. Attendees are encouraged to bring a date and enjoy the performance.

J.E. Wallace Sterling To Head Huntington Library Group

Caltech Expert on Current History
To Retain Ties With Institute

The appointment of Dr. J. E. Wallace Sterling as Director of the Huntington Library, Art Gallery and Museum was announced today by Dr. Robert A. Millikan, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Institute. This appointment is effective on July 1, 1937. The directorship of the Library has been vacant since the retirement of the late Dr. Max Fink several years ago.

The Tech Faculty Since 1927

Dr. Sterling received his Ph.D. from Stanford University in 1927 and has served as a member of the Research Staff of the Hoover War Library at that institution. Since 1931 he has been a member of the faculty of the California Institute of Technology and is now Edward H. Butler Professor of History and Government.

He was an ardent supporter of the Fellowship of the Social Science Research Council, and was a member of the Committee on American Universities when he was a member of the Department of the Navy.

The acceptance of his new position is the result of his resignation of his regular appointment at the Institute, but it is anticipated that he will continue to take the occasional lecture.

Altadena Scene of Blackening-Dining-Dance Affair

Last Friday evening Florence and Blackpool rolling their talents and resources for one of the popular affairs of the current social season. The evening was a formal and chivalrous event at the Altadena Town and Country Club.

Midnight flourishes and flowers against a background of light classic music the dancing couple enjoyed an excellent dinner, dance which featured an entire five course prime rib menu. Throughout the evening everyone was refreshments was provided, a feature which appeared to be appreciated by those present. Sufficient to the dinner was enjoyed by Mike Miller and his guests, which included such people as Nancy Lampen, Roy Henson, and Mrs. Mischel, Mrs. Lowe.

Some Confusion

These fellows proved that they could turn out a smooth dance as worthy of acclaim as their more famous jazz work, and their offerings included a generous selection of ragtime, tango, char and waltzes, in addition to the more modern dances.

Decorations were characterized by unusual lighting effects and done by large replica of the shields of the respective bases on one wall of the ballroom.

Forest Employment Summer

U. S. Department of Agriculture has announced opportunities for summer employment for students on their White Flat Ranger Station in the forests of California. All types of jobs are available, including types, general, and technical, and labeling. The details of these jobs are available in the Placement Office. These jobs are open to all students in the Forest Service.

Application blanks are available in the Placement Office, 159 Through.

Interview Schedule See Page 2
Dobney was just a bit of a bunch of birds this last week end. While everyone else was rollicking and frolicking in dally fun and completely knocked out into place, Dobneyson (at least 35 of them) were still enjoying a fine healthy beach party. Oddly enough, one man even was sent down to the water. In general the air atttitude was just about the same as everyone else’s but they were just about to make a break. Frank Wild was down there with the girl he is currently falling asleep and Janessa Biggs. A few more week end like this now and Franks will have to go to a semitoga.

Blackie and Fleming put their heads together and decided to put on a formal. One test of prog- rammists that fact that the Alas- ka Islanders team was on their way to a third round in the N.H.L. The Islanders team was made up of players from various NHL teams. The Alaskans were able to beat the Islanders and won the game. The Alaskans are a team of players from the Alaska state league. The team is known for its strong defense and physical play. The Alaskans are led by Coach Mike Johnson, who has been with the team for several years. Johnson is known for his coaching skills and his ability to motivate his players. The Alaskans are currently in first place in the league and are looking to make a strong run in the playoffs. The team's next game is against the Anchorage Racers, who are currently in second place. The game is scheduled for this weekend and is expected to be a close contest. The team is looking for a win to solidify its position at the top of the league.
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The Whittier track team emerged victorious in the closing minutes of the season on Saturday afternoon at the Oriental field. By taking first place in the pole vault, the Poets pulled ahead of Day, while Redlands, Colby, and Pomona finished in that order.

Whitney gained a total of 79 points; Ocy, 39; Redlands, 20; Tech, 17; Colby, 17; and Pomona, 13.

The Beaver freshmen also won up in fourth place on the Tigercats won with 31 3/5, fol-

owed by Redlands with 27; Pomo-

nana with 22 1/2; Tech, 16; and

Whitney, 1 1/2.

Conference Loaded

It was fancifully demonstrated to the Beaver spokesmen that they have a staff as talented as the
performers from the other in

tercollegiate track wars, especially in the pole vault. However, the

Tech men managed to pull out a little
grey with some fine performances.

Hoyden, Tyson was the var-

ity’s only first place winner in

taking the shot put with a heave of
6 1/2.’
The 100 relay team of Dwight Schroder, Doug Mac-

Leam, Matt Barnes, and Bob

Puck was made out by a hike by

the Whittier aggregation to
take second spot.

Martin Wait tied for second in the
pole vault. In vaulting to a height of 12 feet, while Ray

Hegland tied for third in the

high jump. Dwight Schroder

gets close ups to place high in the

brood jump. (Continued on Page 1)

Swim Season

in IH Bowling Group

Fleming moved up in second

place in the intercollegiate bowling league this week. While

the standings remained unchanged.
Five games were won by Flem-

ing while Bickerton took

four, and all three bowlers took

four. Bickerton No. 2 rolled this

week’s high team series of 215, while their opposition, Fleming

No. 1, finished high team

series. Scores:

Bickerton: Radcliffe, 60; Fleming

No. 2, 65; Bickerton No. 1, 58; Enslow, 54; and Blacker, 50.

Barnes Rolls High

A perfect performance

dominated by the Bob Barnes of

Fleming as he shot a cool 227 game. A stomach-pipin-

ger in the ninth round, he

hit a string of 21 additional points and

undisputed high game. High game turned in by Bob

Levy of Bickerton with series of 209,323-320. Other high-

scores: Wody Strozier of Tech

239 game and 321 series; Bill

Ross of Bickerton, 236 game

and 215 series; and Bill Culver-

son of Fleming, 196 game

and 194 series.

Currently high averages are

held by Wody Strozier, 236;

Ray Hegland, 170; Bob Levy,

202; Bill Ross, 202; and Bob

Anderson, 162.

There will be no bowling for

The loop’s coaches also

promised a meet this spring, while

the teams today should be

amusing the sight of fans who have tried and compared, Camels are

notable deficiency, however, in

to a first place.

and Blacker, 7 1/2.

Adams, and Bob Barraclough of

Hig.

A
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Conference Team Names

Bob Stokely

Spring Conference Schedules Ready

Lynky Bob Stokely was named

an outstanding performance

awarded the position of conference

and Conference Men’s Fish

make the other forward

Second Team

The Swampers were able to

place a man on the second string

which listed Jim Black (Cer-

dar) at center, Bob Niefield

(Fleming) and Don Leona-

(dard) at forwards, and

Paul Raite (Bickerton) filling

in at the wing. Making not-

able mention along with C. and

Bischke were Bob Kale (Pom-

ona), Jean Martin and Don

Wright.

South Arroyo

3) 3. Libby (F) 2. Waters

(L.) 3. Hammon (F) 3. Wal-

ters

5. Morrison (F.)

1:03.9 - 1. Libby (F) 2. Wate-

rs (D) 3. Morris (F.)

3. Pilling (R) 4. Moret-

ten (M) 5. Mc-Call (M)

in high jump won the meet over

was named as

the Intermountain Swimming Meet last

Thursday, May 8.

at the one held last December.

renowned announce that the

will again host the league meet.

The Beavers have two dual

matches scheduled for

and a triangular meet with Red-
lands and Pomona. On golf
the Golfers will meet Redlands,

Whitney and Pomona. Golf will be

only once this spring, while in

the games of future will be

scheduled with each league school.
Kypopoulos Host To Fireside Group

Peter Kypopoulos and wife were hosts at the concluding Sunday Night Fireside of the term. Refreshments at this high-ly successful gathering included hot featureed popcorn, sausages, and gallon of hot spiked cider. Mr. Kypopoulos gave an interesting talk on European universities and their extremely exclusive fraternities. Dusting and marring, he related, are prominent features of student body activities on the continent.

More Scheduled

Many enjoyable Sundays are in prospect for next term's Fireside series. Mr. Brett, Caltech Assistant Comptroller, will introduce a group of Russians in his beach home in Balboa for the day. Members of the Board of Trustees and Institute Associates, including prominent business people who have shown an active interest in Caltech, are to be invited.

Most Popular "V" Function

The Fireside series was voted the most popular "V" function in the recent questionnaires. It is hoped that next term even more people will participate.

Jonker's Florists

You can walk to this new shop which is only three doors South of Luke & California St. in order to choose flowers for Corsages OR TO TELEGRAPH Flowers OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS TELEPHONE YOUR ORDERS SY. 37167

OUR

"Tukkin" Shirt

multi-needle knit

... It's like a T-shirt with long sleeves ... or a light-weight shirt ... all cotton and easily washable . . . . $2.75

HOTALING'S

Two Stores for Men

54 East Colorado Street

921 East Colorado Street

THE HIGH-SIGN OF REFRESHMENT

The pause that refreshes

WHY I smoke Chesterfields

IF I CAN'T SMOKE CLARK, I SMOKE CHESTERFIELD

Always Buy HESTERFIELD

Always Milder Better Tasting Cooler Smoking

Copyright 1948, Intero & More Tobacco Co.

Coca-Cola

The pause that refreshes

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Los Angeles

The California Tech